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who took charge of the chase…? There were many defining 
moments of the Tour de France. This is one of them. The winner at 
Plateau de Beille, in the past, has always won the Tour. Cadel Evans 
was fourth but this was part of The Perfect Race by the best rider in 
the peloton. Another example, however, of Cadel’s willingness to work 
for the win provided the finest 12km of racing in years. On the road to 
the Col du Galibier a week later he again took responsibility. To hell 
with tactics, let the strongest lead. That’s what he did.

At L’Alpe d’Huez (left) Evans lost time to Alberto Contador but by 
then the defending champion was no longer in the race for the overall 
win. David Bombeke and Georges Lüchinger were on hand, as always, 
to help the Australian after the finish of a short but epic stage.
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Sport. 
– We need it in the modern world.
– Human beings perform better under stress/pressure.
– The modern world ‘cocoons’ people – we need stress and 

pressure to grow stronger (mentally and physically)

“We Were expecting the one-tWo-three attack from cSc,” 
said Redant about that day to L’Alpe d’Huez back in 2008. His 
reference relates to the three from the rival team who could 
taunt Evans. Fränk Schleck wore the yellow jersey. He had an 
eight-second advantage over Cadel who was ranked third 
overall (one second behind Bernhard Kohl after 68 and a half 
hours and 16 stages of racing) and Carlos Sastre was ranked 
fourth at 49 seconds. Andy Schleck was the other candidate 
who was capable of upsetting the rhythm of the Australian 
with an attack but the young Luxembourger was contesting his 
first Tour and was well down the rankings in 14th place, over 
nine minute behind his brother. 

“I thought Fränk was going to go,” continued Redant with 
his appraisal of the day that hesitation cost Evans the victory, 
“but then Sastre went and with him we had set ourselves a time 
limit. The attack came almost immediately… I thought, ‘Carlos 
can do this for a while but he can’t ride that pace for 13km’,” 
said Redant of how they opted to react to the attack. Evans 
nodded along to Redant’s appraisal. The directeur sportif told 
the rider he should “try to get on the right tempo and do your 
own thing – don’t look at the others, ignore them.” 

The idea was to limit the losses and then give it everything he 
had in the final five kilometres. “I waited until four,” explained 
Evans. “I was scared about the wind.”

“Yes,” responded Redant, “but you were also scared of the 
guys who were with you, but you shouldn’t have worried about 
them. You should have just done your own time trial.”

“They tried,” said Evans. “Menchov went but he couldn’t 
even get to the front to do a turn.”

“That’s why I told you, ‘You have to go now.’”
“Looking back at it, six months later, starting my full effort 

with five kilometres to go would have been better. Maybe…” 
said Evans in a discussion in Paris on the eve of the presentation 
of the route for the 2009 Tour de France. 

“You should have done it,” Redant reminded Evans. “We 
saw what happened when you did ride without hesitation. You 
limited your losses. If you went hard one kilometre earlier you 
would have lost only 30 seconds to Sastre – and that would not 
have been the same drama.”

“But if I started riding a kilometre earlier,” replied Evans, 
“maybe I would have died a kilometre earlier.”

“That’s possible,” concluded Redant, “but that’s the risk I 
would have taken. Already at seven kilometres to go, I said, 
‘Just ride so they don’t attack with five to go’. But at five to go I 
said, ‘You must do your time trial now. But the problem is, I 
don’t know how Cadel is. I can just imagine. I said it five or six 
times: ‘You have to go, you have to go. You have to go. You 
have to go… You have to go!’”

“Yeah. You stayed calm on the radio but I hesitated.”

>>

>>

The making of Cadel. 
(continued…)
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